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a worldwide in vestig ation 
into the future of cities

Urban Age’s principal aim is to shape the thinking and practice of urban leaders and 
sustainable urban development. Initiated by the Cities Programme at the London 
School of Economics and Political Science and Deutsche Bank’s Alfred Herrhausen 
Society, Urban Age is structured around international and multidisciplinary events 
and research supporting the creation of a new urban agenda for global cities.
More information at www.urban-age.net
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London School of Economics and Political Science, Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE 

This panel discussion will examine the concept of distance when writing about 
cities. How does this concept remain relevant to urban disciplines? And how does 
it both inform and limit research on cities? 

Gerald Frug is the Louis D. Brandeis Professor of Law at Harvard Law School; Asher Ghertner is 
Lecturer, Geography, LSE; Patrik Schumacher is Partner, Zaha Hadid Architects; Fran Tonkiss is Director 
of the Cities Programme, LSE; Lawrence Vale is Ford Professor of Urban Design and Planning, MIT; 
Richard Sennett is University Professor of the Humanities, NYU and School Professor of Sociology, 
emeritus, LSE; Justin McGuirk is Design Critic at the Guardian.

Writing Cities (writingcities.net) is an interdisciplinary network of graduate students from MIT, Harvard and the LSE. We 
aim to foster research on cities that cuts across disciplinary boundaries and addresses a broad audience. As emerging 
academics and practitioners situated between the social sciences, humanities, and practice, Writing Cities aims to initiate a 
conversation on future scholarship on and engagement with cities.

LSE Cities, an international research centre at the London School of Economics, builds on the interdisciplinary work of the 
Urban Age, extending its partnership with Deutsche Bank’s Alfred Herrhausen Society. Its core objective is to understand 
how the built environment has consequences on the shape of society in an increasingly urbanised world where over 50% of 
people live in cities.
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